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\caption{Example of our system generated animation: from right to left, a wolf animated using the pseudo-physics and flexible spine model.}
\end{figure}

Abstract
We propose a pseudo-physics system and a spine model that can be coupled to generate life-like locomotion animations of quadrupeds and reptiles. The pseudo-physics system uses minimalist particle-based physics and values of the gait pattern to generate the sinusoidal-like ballistic movement of the pelvis observed in nature. While the spine model uses simple geometry-based calculations and 3D Hermite curves to generate a flexible spine model, giving the animated creatures more agility. Our final system is totally controllable by the user in order to generate any desired style.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—Animation

1. Introduction

Animated creatures in virtual worlds like arachnids, quadrupeds, reptiles etc. should have the ability to move freely in a convincing and a life-like way, in order to make the virtual experience more immersive. The movement of these creatures is governed essentially by their morphology, as their complex anatomies impose constraints on their way of displacement. They move in different locomotion styles based on different sets of gait patterns. Simulating the actual physics and anatomy constraints of these multi-legged characters is quite complex. But in most computer-based applications like games or multimedia virtual worlds, the most important thing is the plausibility of the generated motion \cite{BH96} more than the accuracy of the calculations. Even with simplified calculations, produced animations can be realistic and believable in comparison to motions generated using complex physics-based calculations. Plus, they offer a better control over the final animation.

Contribution. We propose a simple pseudo-physics system and a generic spine model that help to animate virtual creatures in a life-like way (Figure 1). The goal of the pseudo-physics system is to generate the sinusoidal-like ballistic movement of the pelvis observed in nature. To do so, we simplify calculations by using particle-based physics equations. Based on the gait pattern and Newton second laws of physics we calculate the force that each foot is exerting on the pelvis on each simulation step. We also add a flexible spine model when simulating quadrupeds and reptiles to
give them the agility observed in real-life animals. Our spine model is quite generic and can be applied on different morphologies. It uses simple geometry-based calculations and 3D Hermite curves. By coupling the spine model with the pseudo-physics system the final locomotion becomes believable and more realistic. These added components are totally controllable giving the user the ability to generate any needed locomotion style.

2. Related Work

There are many techniques for generating locomotion, many of them target human-like morphologies (bipeds). Multon et al. in [MFC99] and more recently van Welbergen et al. in [vWvBE10] identified two main groups: Data-Driven techniques and Procedural-Based techniques with two subcategories physics-based and kinematic-based. Skrba et al. in [SRH08, SRH09] show in their survey that same techniques are used for quadrupeds animation: Data-Driven, physics-based models, IK systems or some combination of the above.

A wide variety of input data are used to generate multi-legged characters animation. For instance, early work of McKenna et al. in [MZ90] uses gait patterns observed in biology and oscillatory-based dynamics to animate a cockroach model that adapts to planar and uneven terrain. More recently, Favreau et al. in [FRDC04] extract 3D cyclic motion of animals from video sequences using image processing techniques. Kry et al. in [KRFC09] animate a dog model by making a subset of its joints vibrates with specific periods and with low frequencies, which induces passive movement in other connected joints and rigid bodies. In [CKJ11], Coros et al. use gait patterns and dynamic values (forces/torques) extracted from MoCap, to animate a dog capable of a wide range of locomotion on a straight line. These systems are, most of the time, morphology specific meaning that they can animate only a specific morphology like a dog in [CKJ11], a horse in [TCHL12] or a quadruped robot (Called BigDog by Boston Dynamics TM) in [RBNP08].

We are more interested in morphology independent systems like the PODA system proposed by Girard et al. in [GM85, Gir87] as they can animate a multitude of morphologies with nearly no constraints. PODA is one of the earliest procedural-centric locomotion controllers. They use it to animate a wide range of multi-legged characters on planar terrain (bipeds, quadrupeds, etc.). The user only needs to specify the gait pattern (an example of a gait pattern is shown in Figure 4), everything else is calculated automatically. They add pseudo-physics calculations to the pelvis of the multi-legged character, making it reacts to the feet movement in the horizontal and sagittal plane in a more believable way. But in their system the user needs to fix and tweak by hand the force of each foot in order to achieve the needed effect, while in our system (Section 4) we aim for a transparent control for the user with no need for any extra settings.

Another interesting system is the one used in the game Spore TM (by Maxis Studio TM). Where Hecker et al. in [HRE08] created a system capable of animating multi-legged characters whose morphologies are unknown when creating the actual animation system. These characters can be created by the user in run-time. Their animation database contains semantically generalized keyframe data specialized in real-time based on the actual new morphology.

Finally, most of the systems discuss the importance of adding a spine-like model while animating multi-legged characters (specially quadrupeds) in order to generate more natural results [CKJ11, CR06]. An important issue that we address in more details in Section 5.

3. Locomotion Controller

Locomotion is the act of moving from one place to another. For most terrestrial animals that means putting one foot in front of the others in a successive way until reaching the designated point of interest (target). During a normal foot movement there are two main phases Stance and Swing phase [INM66]. During the stance phase a foot is blocked on the ground. While in swing phase (flight phase) the foot flies in a parabolic-like curve toward its target without any ground contact.

Our system follows these principles when generating locomotion. It is kinematic-based and inspired by the locomotion controllers found in [GM85, Gir87, AGM12, aCT12]. The overall locomotion process is computed by two main blocks as shown in Figure 2:

- The character controller is the central main structure that manages the overall locomotion.
- The gait manager regulates the feet tempo according to the movement patterns defined by the user.

![Figure 2: Locomotion controller overview.](image-url)
The character controller is in charge of two main tasks: managing the movement of the feet and computing the pelvis 3D movement. Concerning the movement of the feet, at each time step, the gait manager informs the character controller about the feet that are going to enter in swing phase. For each one of these feet, the character controller calculates a parabolic/ballistic based trajectory toward a footprint target calculated based on the current creature speed and orientation (Figure 3). This foot 3D trajectory can be more complex and incorporates environment and obstacle avoidance like in [AGM+12]. For the stance feet, the character controller simply blocks their 3D position on the ground.

The 2D movement of the pelvis on the ZX-plane (assuming the Y-axis is up) is calculated using only the speed and orientation. The computation of the pelvis height is more complex as will be explained in Section 4. By fixing the pelvis height based on the user preferred height only, the character controller produces an animation where the pelvis floats in un-natural way (see Figure 3).

The gait manager organizes and visualizes the pattern of the feet’s cycle. Since locomotion is cyclic, it seemed natural to represent the gait with circles. As illustrated in Figure 4, each circle represents a foot, with the colored sectors representing the swing phase portion of the foot movement. The feet needle activates sectors and deactivates others based on its current position, while turning clockwise. Activating a sector means that the corresponding foot should enter its swing phase.

The final animation is generated based on the input parameters that the user provides and controls in real-time.

- **Gait/Tempo**: using our interface, the user designs each foot cycle (stance and swing phases). These cycles describe the tempo of the feet movement. The final gait can be symmetrical or asymmetrical.
- **Locomotion speed**: speed of the movement in meters per second.
- **Locomotion direction**: the needed orientation on the ZX-plane.

4. Pelvis Movement Using Pseudo Physics

The previous character controller moves the pelvis based on the user needs: speed, orientation and preferred height. But by only doing so, the pelvis floats above the ground in an unnatural way, as shown in Figure 5(a).

**Figure 3**: The locomotion generated for a 5-legged robot. Notice the un-natural floating-like pelvis trajectory.

**Figure 4**: An example of a four feet gait as shown by the gait manager. With this interface, the user can edit the pattern creating the needed gait.

- **Preferred height**: the preferred height of the creature pelvis in meter.
- **Joints limits**: the leg and spine joints limits in radian.

We use the Cyclic Coordinate Descent (CCD) method proposed in [Lue84, WC91] to calculate the position and orientation of the intermediate leg joints (see Figure 3). The CCD iterates through the joints, typically starting with the one closest to the end-effector, and varies one joint variable at a time based on a heuristic. Unlike the Jacobian Inverse method, which distributes joint rotation changes equally along the chain, CCD has a preference of moving distal links first. We chose this CCD IK system thanks to its simplicity and the ability to integrate joint constraints easily.

**Figure 5**: Possibilities of pelvis movement for a spider model. a) A fixed pelvis movement producing a straight line. b) More realistic sinusoidal-like ballistic pelvis movement produced implicitly by the feet gait pattern. Frequency of oscillations is exaggerated on purpose in (b) to illustrate the controllability of our system.
On the other hand, many biomechanics based studies and observations show that the pelvis trajectory in humans [INM66] (see Figure 6) and in most animals [Muy57] (see Figure 7) is sinusoidal-like. The amplitude and frequency of this movement vary based on several criteria’s, like the creature morphology, the overall speed, the gait pattern, the style and so on. The goal of this section is to implicitly generate this sinusoidal-like ballistic pelvis movement observed in nature, as shown in Figure 5(b).

We generate this movement by applying on the pelvis a pseudo particle-based physics. We have deliberately chosen this simplified approach for ease of implementation, performance and controllability. We must emphasize that more sophisticated physical approaches like in [CKJ*11] provide realistic results but with many control restrictions. This particle motion on the sagittal plane (the up Y-axis) is governed by the gravity force (pushing downward) and the feet force (pushing upward), shown in Figure 8. While in the horizontal and coronal plane (ZX-plane) the pelvis particle movement is governed by the character controller commands.

For the purpose of clarity, let us study the case of having only one foot ($n = 1$). In this case, the foot and the pelvis particle can be seen as a pogo stick†, shown in Figure 8, with the foot (leg) supporting the whole mass $m$ of the pelvis alone. This foot pushes the pelvis particle upward with certain amount of force when the pogo stick spring is compressed. We will later discuss the case of a multi-legged character.

To calculate the force that this foot is exerting on the pelvis particle, we use the gait pattern set by the user as follows. Each foot has two phases: stance and swing phase. In swing phase the foot cannot participate in pushing the pelvis, as it does not have any contact with the ground. While in stance phase it can push the pelvis upward. We decompose this stance phase into two other distinctive phases, as shown in Figure 9: reception phase where the foot decelerates the downward movement of the pelvis to a stop, propulsion phase where the foot starts pushing the pelvis upward in order to prepare for the swing phase. The duration of the reception phase is equal to the duration of the propulsion phase and it is half of the stance phase duration ($T_{\text{reception}} = T_{\text{propulsion}} = \frac{1}{2}T_{\text{stance}}$), a choice we made based on biomechanics observations [Ale96, Ale03, Muy57].

For the purpose of clarity, let us study the case of having only one foot ($n = 1$). In this case, the foot and the pelvis particle can be seen as a pogo stick†, shown in Figure 8, with the foot (leg) supporting the whole mass $m$ of the pelvis alone. This foot pushes the pelvis particle upward with certain amount of force when the pogo stick spring is compressed. We will later discuss the case of a multi-legged character.

To calculate the force that this foot is exerting on the pelvis particle, we use the gait pattern set by the user as follows. Each foot has two phases: stance and swing phase. In swing phase the foot cannot participate in pushing the pelvis, as it does not have any contact with the ground. While in stance phase it can push the pelvis upward. We decompose this stance phase into two other distinctive phases, as shown in Figure 9: reception phase where the foot decelerates the downward movement of the pelvis to a stop, propulsion phase where the foot starts pushing the pelvis upward in order to prepare for the swing phase. The duration of the reception phase is equal to the duration of the propulsion phase and it is half of the stance phase duration ($T_{\text{reception}} = T_{\text{propulsion}} = \frac{1}{2}T_{\text{stance}}$), a choice we made based on biomechanics observations [Ale96, Ale03, Muy57].

† A pogo stick is a device for jumping off the ground in a standing position with the aid of a spring, used as a toy or exercise equipment. It consists of a pole with a handle at the top and footrests near the bottom, and a spring located somewhere along the pole.
For now we are studying the case of having only one foot supporting the whole mass \( m \) of the pelvis. We use Newton second law’s of motion to calculate the force which this foot is going to apply on the pelvis particle. We consider only the \( Y \) axis in our computations.

\[
m \cdot a_{\text{pelvis}} = W + F_{\text{foot}}
\]

(1)

\( a_{\text{pelvis}} \) is the pelvis acceleration, \( W \) is the weight force and \( F_{\text{foot}} \) is the foot pushing force, all on the \( Y \) axis.

\[
m \cdot a_{\text{pelvis}} = -m \cdot g + m \cdot a_{\text{foot}}
\]

(2a)

\[
a_{\text{pelvis}} = -g + a_{\text{foot}}
\]

(2b)

\( g \) is the gravity acceleration (which is negative) and \( a_{\text{foot}} \) is the foot acceleration on the \( Y \) axis. We now calculate this foot acceleration \( (a_{\text{foot}}) \) based on the gait pattern. This acceleration represents its actual upward force. We know that:

\[
a_{\text{pelvis}} = \frac{v_T - v_C}{T}
\]

(3)

With \( T \) a duration, \( v_T \) is the needed velocity to achieve at the end of that duration \( (T) \) and \( v_C \) is the current velocity. By replacing \( a_{\text{pelvis}} \) by its value from equation 2b, equation 3 becomes:

\[
-g + a_{\text{foot}} = \frac{v_T - v_C}{T}
\]

(4a)

\[
a_{\text{foot}} = g + \frac{v_T - v_C}{T}
\]

(4b)

In reception phase, the foot goal is to decelerate the pelvis into a stall \( (v_{\text{pelvis}} = 0) \). The beginning of this phase is the end of a swing phase, which means that the pelvis will be falling down under the gravity force. So the goal of this phase is to achieve \( v_T = v_{\text{pelvis}} = 0 \) with \( T \) is the reception phase duration. By replacing the values in equation 4b we can easily calculate the needed acceleration \( a_{\text{foot}} \) of this foot, which represents this foot pushing upward force (Figure 10).

In propulsion phase, the foot goal is to achieve a \( v_{\text{pelvis}} \) at the end of the stance phase, that ensures the ballistic movement of the pelvis during this foot swing phase (Figure 10). To do so, we use the following basic motion equation:

\[
y_t = \frac{1}{2} a t^2 + v_0 t + y_0
\]

(5a)

\[
a = -g
\]

(5b)

\[
v_0 = \frac{v_T - y_0}{T} - \frac{1}{2} g T
\]

(5c)

\( v_0 = v_{\text{pelvis}} \) is the needed velocity (Figure 10), \( T \) is the \((\text{propulsion} + \text{swing})\) phase duration, \( y_0 \) is the current height and \( v_T \) is the preferred height fixed by the user. By replacing the values in equation 4b we calculate the needed acceleration \( a_{\text{foot}} \) of this foot. These calculations are done on each simulation step, giving us the punctual force (acceleration) that this foot is going to exert on the pelvis particle on each simulation step. Again, during swing phase the foot acceleration is null \( (a_{\text{foot}} = 0) \).

In the case of a multi-legged character \( n > 1 \), meaning that we have several feet interacting with the pelvis particle. Let \( a_i \) be the acceleration of the foot \( i \) calculated using the previous equations, which was denoted \( a_{\text{foot}} \) previously. This acceleration is calculated for each foot using the postulate that it is alone and using its gait pattern. So the pelvis particle needs to integrate all forces \( (a_i) \) of each foot to calculate its final \( a_{\text{pelvis}} \). In our system we use the postulate that \( m = n \times m_i \) where \( n \) is the number of feet and \( m_i \) is the share of mass that each foot supports. As if the feet share equally the mass of the pelvis particle. Thus, \( a_{\text{pelvis}} = \sum a_i / n \) and the resulting sinusoidal-like ballistic movement of the pelvis is shown in Figure 11. A weighted average can also be used in order to give more importance to legs with more masses (heavy feet), back legs or any other user needs.
If the gait pattern is symmetrical as in Figure 11 (swing phase duration is equal to the stance phase duration) the resulting pelvis movement is a sinusoid. But with other gait patterns, the pelvis movement can be totally different as phases duration can be different. Like a gait pattern with $\frac{2}{3}$ swing phase and $\frac{1}{3}$ stance phase, illustrated in Figure 9(b) with the resulting trajectory in Figure 10(b). The user has a total control over this movement through the gait pattern with no need to set any extra values. On top of that, these pseudo physics calculations are used to validate the plausibility of the gait pattern designed by the user. As with a badly designed gait pattern the forces calculated will be too large and not natural. We must note that any change in the character speed can occur only during the propulsion phase, as it is the only phase where a foot is virtually propelling the multi-legged character forward.

5. Spine Model

Quadruped animals like mammals (dog, horse, wolf, etc.) and reptiles (crocodile, lizard, gecko, etc.) have a flexible spine, which is an essential component for these type of animals during locomotion and other types of movements [Ale96, Ale03, Muy57]. They use the flexibility of this structure into their advantage (see Figure 12) to achieve a high variety of locomotion styles, as it gives them more agility and more Degrees of Freedom (DOF).

A variety of kinematic quadruped systems [SRH’08, SRH’09] implement a flexible spine in order to achieve more realism in the final generated animation. In [CKJ’11], Coros et al. show how the produced motion of their quadruped (a dog) loses its plausibility and naturalness when a rigid spine is used. By adding a flexible spine model, the animated wolf illustrated in Figure 13 looks more natural as it turns in a more realistic way.

To add this flexible spine model, we decompose the multi-legged character morphology into several virtual pelvis nodes (shoulders), seen in red in Figure 12 and in Figure 14. Each foot is connected to one of these nodes, except for the head node which has no foot connected to it. These virtual pelvis nodes (pelvis nodes for shortening) are quite independent in regard to height control, pitch control, footprint placement, etc. and are connected by the flexible spine model.

We calculate this spine model using four successive steps, described in Figure 15. Firstly, on the horizontal and coronal plane (ZX-plane) then on the sagittal plane (Y-axis) for simplification. On the ZX-plane we concentrate on the 2D orientation (Section 5.1) and translation (Section 5.2), while on the sagittal plane we concentrate on the elevation and pitch control (Section 5.3). In Section 5.4, we put everything together to calculate the final 3D spine model.
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5.1. Step 1: Spine Orientation

In Figure 16, we explain how the rotation (orientation change) is achieved. The spine nodes are nodes between the virtual pelvis nodes and part of the spine model with no foot attached to them. An exception is the head node which is considered as a virtual pelvis node. We need to calculate the final position and orientation of the spine nodes as they are part of the original multi-legged character spine morphology.

When a new orientation is needed (on the ZX-plane), we propagate this needed orientation on the pelvis nodes from the head node toward the back pelvis node. Each pelvis node will try to satisfy its share based on its relative angular limits, sending the unsatisfied rest in the propagation direction (the joints limits are fixed by the user). When all pelvis nodes are constrained, as in Figure 16 - Step 1.3, we rotate the whole spine around one of the pelvis nodes in order to satisfy the needed orientation. In our animation system we always choose the pelvis node just before the head node, a preference that we observed in real-life animal videos. In all previous steps, bones length is always satisfied. So after calculating the position of the pelvis nodes, we place the spine nodes between them based on this bones length constraint.

We must note that a pelvis node can be constrained by joints angular limits and by the feet attached to it. For example, a pelvis node with a fully extended foot in stance phase cannot move without breaking the leg bone length limit. These kind of constraints are processed in the final step of our method (Section 5.4).

5.2. Step 2: Spine Advancing

In Figure 17, we explain how we translate the spine model. Based on the current orientation and the needed distance, a new head node position is calculated (the target head node in red). The needed distance is calculated using the needed pelvis speed fixed by the user. To maintain a coherent movement of the spine model, we place the virtual pelvis nodes (in blue) on the previous step spine model (in black) in a way that respects the bones length constraint. In this way, the last step spine model is considered as a support model that helps in maintaining the fluidity of the movement. In Figure 17(b), we re-calculate the relative orientation between pelvis nodes based on the new positions and the support model. For the back pelvis node, we change the relative orientation in way that relaxes the constraints (in green) in a temporal way. The duration of this relaxation is based on empirical data. At the end of this step, we obtain the position and orientation of the spine model on the ZX-plane and 3D calculations begin. In Figure 22 and in the accompanying video we show the animated creatures reacting to external pushes. To achieve that, we integrate these pushes in this step by varying the 2D position of a pelvis node based on the external push.
5.3. Step 3: Spine Elevation and Pitch

As we decomposed the character pelvis into several virtual nodes, we decompose the height and pitch calculations into its respective nodes, as shown in Figure 18. We integrate the pseudo physics system in each virtual pelvis node to add realism to the spine model. By doing so, the final needed pelvis node elevation is calculated using the pseudo particle-based physics instead of the preferred height only. We must emphasize that the final visual position of each pelvis node is independent from the height calculated by the pseudo particle-based physics system. This is explained in the final step.

For the pitch angle of each pelvis node, we calculate it using the relative position of each foot. Let \( \vec{V}_i \) be the vector that connects the current pelvis node with the foot \( i \) (in orange in Figure 18). We calculate the perpendicular vector on \( \vec{V}_i \) in the direction of the creature progression. This perpendicular vector represents how much this foot affects the pitch angle of its pelvis node. We call this perpendicular vector the foot induced pitch, and the final angle of the pelvis node is an average of all the feet induced pitches.

5.4. Step 4: Final 3D Spine

Using the 2D positions calculated in Step 1-2 (Section 5.1 & 5.2) and elevations calculated in Step 3 (Section 5.3), we obtain a preliminarily 3D position for each virtual pelvis node. And using the 2D orientations calculated in Step 1-2 and pitches calculated in Step 3, we obtain a preliminarily tangent direction for each of them. We construct a B-Spline (Hermite) curve between these 3D positions using the previous tangents data. We sample this curve using the bones length constraint in order to calculate the final pelvis and spine nodes position and 3D orientation. By doing so, the visual representation of each pelvis node can have a different 3D position from the one calculated in the previous steps. We consider the 3D positions calculated until Step 3 as guidelines for the Hermite curve, making the pseudo particle-based physics system independent from the visual system. Sometimes, the final position of the virtual pelvis nodes can not be satisfied by the CCD IK system because of joints constraints. In this case, Step 4 is repeated based on the closer position that the IK system can ensure from the needed one. In Figure 19, we show the final generated flexible spine model on an abstract lizard model. Its spine consists of 3 pelvis nodes and 9 spine nodes.

6. Results and Conclusion

In the accompanying video we show the capabilities of our system in animating multi-legged characters in life-like way using the components presented in this article. Final simulation is real-time (30fps) even with several creatures at the same time.

In Figures 20, we show a frame by frame snapshot of a wolf running with a gallop like gait. With the integration of the pseudo physics and the flexible spine, the wolf moves in a quite natural and life-like way, relatively similar to Figure 7 and 12.

In Figures 21, we show a frame by frame snapshot of a lizard running upward. By adding a visual yaw effect to the spine model tangents, the animated lizard moves in a believable way compared to a real life lizard. We calculate the yaw value for each foot based on its current position (in white in Figures 21) and its rest position (in green). The value of the final visual yaw effect is the average yaw for all feet.
In Figures 22, we show a frame by frame snapshot of a wolf reacting to an external push. The presented spine model is quite generic and capable of integrating external forces in its own movement. These push forces are integrated in Step 3 (Section 5.3).

We presented two totally controllable components that can be added easily to any locomotion system in order to generate believable and life-like locomotion animations for virtual creatures. The presented pseudo-physics system and spine model use the minimum calculation possible in order to generate the needed effects, without the need for complex physics or anatomic based simulations. We do not implement any balance strategies when the system reacts to external pushes. Plus, there can be some leg intersection as our character controller generates the parabolic trajectory of the feet with no special avoidance treatment. Adding these balance strategies, using more morphology specific IK system and doing 3D planning for feet trajectory to avoid leg collision are our main focus in future works, as they add more believability to the animated creatures.

Figure 20: A wolf running to the left with its spine model being deformed based on the pseudo physics and the pitch control. a) 3D mesh. b) spine model and IK systems

Figure 21: A lizard running upward in a believable way compared to a real life lizard, the top image is courtesy of [Mar93]. The visual yaw effect is calculated using the current position of the feet on the ZX-Plane.

Figure 22: A wolf reacting to an external push on the shoulder level.
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